MAXIMIZE YOUR FREEDOM

Today’s fast-paced companies have to be ready for anything. Accelerate™ is designed to accommodate specific needs, from budget to scheduling to layout. Specify non-tackable panels, easy-to-assemble overhead storage and Systems pedestals to reduce costs. Upgrade to tackable panels and assembled storage to increase functionality and minimize installation time. For expanded planning options and access to a larger selection of finishes, add Voi overhead storage and worksurfaces to the workstation. With Accelerate, the options are limitless.

A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Some competitors do not offer easy-to-assemble overhead storage. Accelerate overhead storage and shelving is quick and easy, and offers more benefits that other products simply can’t:

- Installation can be handled by a single person, even the 72” overheads
- Once installed, each component can be easily removed without requiring disassembly
- Minimize scratching on side panels with less movement during assembly

8X6 WORKSTATION WITH ACCELERATE PANELS AND STORAGE

Choose non-tackable panels, easy-to-assemble overhead storage and Systems pedestals to lower costs. Select tackable panels and assembled overhead storage to increase functionality and minimize assembly.

- Accelerate panels
- Accelerate worksurfaces
- Accelerate overhead storage and shelf
- Pedestals

$5,508
Non-tackable panels & easy-to-assemble storage, systems pedestals

$6,362
Tackable panels & assembled storage, Flagship pedestals

8X6 WORKSTATION WITH ACCELERATE PANELS AND VOI® STORAGE

Expand planning options and gain access to a larger selection of storage and finish options by adding Voi components.

- Accelerate panels
- Voi worksurfaces
- Voi overhead storage
- Voi pedestals

$7,350
Tackable panels & Voi storage and worksurfaces